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We prove that if Z is one of the classical Banach spaces I,, (1 < p < co, p # 2), 
L, (1 <p < co, p # 2), c0 or C(K) with K compact and metric, then there exist 
operators A, B on 2 with Range A c Range B, yet A # BC for any operator C 
on Z. :(‘I 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
The following equivalence of factorization, range inclusion, and 
majorization was proved by Douglas [3]. 
THEOREM (Douglas). If A and B are bounded linear operators on a 
Hilbert space H, then the following are equivalent: 
(i) A = BC for some bounded linear operator C on H, 
(ii) IIA*xll <k IIB*xl( for some kd0 and all XEH, 
(iii) Range A c Range B. 
Embry [4] determined that the correct generalization to operators on a 
Banach space is 
THEOREM (Embry). For operators D and E on a Banach space X, the 
following are equivalent: 
(i’) D = FE for some bounded linear operator 
F: Range E + X, 
(ii’) IlDxll <k liExl/ for some k 2 0 and all x E X, 
(iii’) Range D* c Range E*. 
Embry also presented an example, due to Douglas, of operators A and 
B on a non-separable, non-reflexive Banach space for which range inclu- 
sion (iii) does not imply factorization (i). 
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The purpose of this note is to simplify and extend Douglas’ example, 
showing that on many of the classical Banach spaces, there exist operators 
A and B with Range A c Range B yet A # BC for any bounded linear 
operator C. We will use the phrase “range inclusion does not imply fac- 
torization for operators on x” to denote the existence of such an example. 
Throughout, the term operator on X means bounded linear operator from 
X into X. The space Iw” with I,-norm is denoted by I’,’ and if Xi are Banach 
spaces, (L’OXi),, denotes the Banach space of all sequences (.yi) with 
x, E Xi for which 11 (xi)11 = C llxi/l < co. 
We thank M. Khadivi for bringing Douglas’ theorem to our attention. 
Our starting point is the 
LEMMA. Let X and W be Banach spaces, let T: X -+ W be a surjective 
operator, and let Z = X@ W. If range inclusion implies factorization for 
operators on Z, then 
(a) W is isomorphic to a subspace of X, and 
(b) ker T is complemented in X. 
Proof: Define operators A, B on Z by 
A(x, w) = (0, w) 
B(x, w) = (0, TX). 
Thus Range A c Range B, so by assumption there exists an operator C on 
Z such that A = BC. Now define 
Q:.Z-Xby Q(x,w)=x, 
P: Z+ W by P(x, w)=w, 
i: W+ Z by iw= (0, w). 
To prove (a), note that S= QCi is an isomorphism from W into X. Indeed, 
for any w E W, 
(0, w) = A@, w) 
= BC(0, w) 
= B(QCiw, PCiw) 
= (0, TQCiw) = (0, TSw) 
so that llwll < /I T/I IISwll. Hence 
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so S is an isomorphism from W into X. As for (b), the operator 
R = I- QCiT is a projection from X into ker T, since for any ?c E X, 
(0, Tx) = A(0, Tx) 
= BC(0, Tx) 
= B(QCiTx, PCiTx) 
= (0, TQCiTx), 
so TX = T(QCiTx). Hence for any x E X, (I- QCiT)x E ker T. But if 
y E ker T, (I- QCiT) y = y, so R = I- QCiT is a projection with range 
ker T. 
We now show that certain classical Banach spaces are of the form 
discussed in the lemma. 
THEOREM. Let Z be L,, 1, (1 <p < co, p # 2) or cO. Then there exist 
operators A, B on Z with Range A c Range B, yet A # BC for any operator 
C on Z. 
Proof In the case Z = L, , we write Z-X@ W, where X= 1, and 
W = L,. Since L, is separable, there exists an operator T from 1, onto L, 
[6, p. 371. Since L, is not isomorphic to any subspace of 1,, range inclu- 
sion does not imply factorization for operators on L, 
If Z = I,, let Y be a subspace of I,* = I, which is isomorphic to 1, and not 
complemented in 1,. The existence of such Y was proved in [7] for 
2<p<cc and in [l] for 1 <p<2. Then ‘Y= {xE!,: (x, y)=O, VIE Y} 
is a non-complemented subspace of I,,. Using the canonical quotient map 
rr: 1, + l,/‘Y, the lemma shows that range inclusion does not imply 
factorization for operators on I,,@ (IJ’Y). Now Y is weakly closed, so 
(l,/’ Y)* E Y w I,, and thus I,/’ Y - I,. Therefore. 1, @ (l,/’ Y) - I,@ 1, z I,,, 
so range inclusion does not imply factorization for operators on I, 
(l<p<co,p#2). 
The case 2 = c0 is basically the same as that of I,. Bourgain [2] has 
proved the existence of finite dimensional spaces E, c I?‘“’ with E, 
uniformly isomorphic to I~‘“‘“* yet lim, inf{ 11 PII : P: I;““’ -+ E, a projec- 
tion} = co. It follows that Y= (x0 E,),, is a non-complemented, weak* 
closed subspace of (C @ I;““‘),, 2 I,, and Y N 1,. As before, ’ Y c c0 is non- 
complemented, so range inclusion does not imply factorization for 
operators on cO@(c,/‘Y). Now (c~/‘Y)*~(~Y)‘= {~EI,: (z,.f)=O, 
V’ZE ‘Y} = Y, since Y is weak* closed. Since (cO/lY)* N 1,, (c,,/‘Y) is a 
9=-space (see [6]), and since each quotient of c0 is isomorphic to a sub- 
space of c0 [S], (co/’ Y) is isomorphic to a L?= subspace of cO. However, 
every -rP, subspace of c0 is itself isomorphic to cg [S]. It follows that 
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c~@(co/LY)~c~@c~zc~, so range inclusion does not imply factorization 
for operators on cO. 
It is clear that if Y is a complemented subspace of X and if range inclu- 
sion does not imply factorization for operators on Y, then range inclusion 
does not imply factorization for operators on X either. It is also clear that 
the proof presented above for Z= L, applies to any separable space X 
which is not isomorphic to a subspace of l1 and which contains a com- 
plemented subspace isomorphic to I,. Since each separable C(K) space con- 
tains a complemented isomorph of cO, and since each 6”, space, 1 6 p < co 
contains a complemented subspace isomorphic to I,,, we have 
THEOREM. rf Z is any YP space (in particular, LP) (1 < p < GO, p # 2), 
any separable 9, space not isomorphic to a subspace of I,, or any separable 
C(K) space, then range inclusion does not imply factorization for operators 
on z. 
We conclude with remarks concerning 1,. The lifting property of I, [6, 
p. 381 is that if X and Y are Banach spaces, if B: X-r Y is a surjective 
linear operator and if A: 1, + Y, then there exists d: 1, -+ X such that 
A = Bd. Thus, if B is an operator on 1, with closed range, and Range A c 
Range B, we may take X= 1, and Y = Range B to see that on I,, if Range B 
is closed and contains Range A, then there does exist an operator C with 
A = BC. Since the lemma always produces operators with closed ranges, it 
is not sufficient to determine the equivalence of range inclusion and 
factorization for operators on 1,. 
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